The Newlyn Archive
Review 2012-2013
2012 was a very productive year. We opened every Friday morning,
except for public holidays. By the end of 2012 we had a total of 222
Friends of the Newlyn Archive. Friends of the Archive provide the
photos, papers, books and other items about Newlyn that make up the
Archive; they find house deeds and other family papers for us to copy;
they are our Archive Detectives, collecting information about old
Newlyn and encouraging people to record memories for the Archive.
The Archive has expanded this year so that alongside the general
catalogue, there is a catalogue for Arts & Crafts. In 2012 we inherited the West Cornwall
Art Archive and the task of sorting through and listing this material is currently being
undertaken by a group of Friends of the Archive.
In 2012 we held four Archive Open Days, which took place in the main hall of Trinity
Centre, with free admission and refreshments, and we participated in two other community
events outside Trinity. These events gave visitors (including school children) an entertaining
and educative window on aspects of their local history. Based on thematic archive projects,
each open day showed a selection of material from the Archive. The days were also very
successful in encouraging local people to contribute new material to the Archive.
Newlyn at Play Open Day Saturday February 25 2012
138 people came to the first Open Day in February 2012, and explored the history of
Newlyn Harbour Sports, the Newlyn Rugby Club (with its dangerously sloping pitch at St
Goulders Field where the home team had a clear advantage), Newlyn concerts, plays and
pantomimes performed at Church and Chapel, and local theatricals (particularly St Peters
Players, which started in 1962). The history of the Newlyn Male Choir was also included in
the exhibition and the choir provided a happy interlude of songs during the day.
Below: Newlyn Male Choir performing at the Open Day, Newlyn at Play
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The Painting Party on the Pier
Saturday March 10, 2012
As well as old luggers in the harbour and
mariners and artists ‘painting’ boats, the
Newlyn Archive put up its exhibition in the
old Fishermen’s Rest, a historic building on
the Old Quay. We showed material to do
with luggers in Mounts Bay and the use that
local fishermen had made of a Fishermen’s
Rest in past times.
Right: Friends of the Archive, Amanda Thompson and Ann
Pilcher, provided refreshments, raising £80 for the Archive.

Elizabeth Forbes and Her Friends
at Newlyn Open Day Saturday April 28, 2012
125 people attended the
second Newlyn Archive Open
Day of 2012. This exhibition
explored the people and
landscape of Newlyn through
the places where Elizabeth
Forbes painted and lived and
the models who sat for her
and her artist friends.
Left: Alan Shears, a Friend of the Archive
with considerable knowledge about the
Newlyn Artists Colony brought some of his
private collection including Elizabeth Forbes,
King Arthur’s Wood.

In 2012 the Newlyn Archive took charge of the West
Cornwall Art Archive - 99 large archive boxes of documents
and three 4-drawer filing cabinets full of material. The task of
sorting through and listing this material is currently being
undertaken by a group of Friends of the Archive. The Archive
has been fortunate to receive £3000 funding from the
Heritage Lottery Fund and £250 from the Co-operative
Membership Community Fund towards the cost of the albums
and storage boxes required to house the materials
Right: Melissa Hardie MBE, one of the Trustees of the West Cornwall Art Archive formally
handing over the Archive and presenting Chairman David Tredinnick with a cheque for
£1760 to help with its integration into the Newlyn Archive.
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Newlyn At School Open Day,
Saturday July 7 2012.
This was one of the most successful projects of 2012 with
298 visitors at the Open Day, representing all age groups. The
exhibition documented schools from the earliest Dame
Schools run in private homes to the more formal schools
provided by the Churches and the State until the end of the
twentieth century, when there was only one school, Newlyn
School. Local people were able to identify themselves, their
parents and their grandparents in a wide range of school
photos and names were recorded on the photos for future
generations. As a result of the Open Day the Archive received
a great deal of new material from visitors. Of great interest
were photographs and class project records from Newlyn
School, whose children often participate in Archive Events
Newlyn Archive at
the Fish Festival,
August 27 2012.
It was a very wet day
for the Fish Festival but
Friends of the Archive,
Ruth
Simpson
and
Amanda
Thompson
(left) held the fort with
other Friends at our
stall on the Mary
Williams Pier.
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The Shops that Grandma Used and the Pubs where Grandpa Drank
Saturday November 17, 2012
Today’s Newlyn shops helped to sponsor this
Open Day, which attracted 221 visitors and
focused on Newlyn’s shops, cafés, restaurants
and inns of old. The sponsorship raised a
massive £580 pounds for the Archive which
paid for the venue, display albums and boxes
for display storage.
The exhibition opened one day early to cater
for pupils from Newlyn School. The children
became Archive Detectives, and they
interrogated the display material to find the
answers to the questions we had prepared for
them. When they left they took an interview
schedule to help them to question parents and
grandparents about shops of the past.
The Newlyn Colony of Artists made paintings that
add significantly to our knowledge of Newlyn shops.
We were able to draw upon the West Cornwall Art
Archive for some of this material.
This Open Day was also memorable because of the
launch of the book Newlyn at School, the second in the
series of books published by the Newlyn Archive. The
book was sponsored by Barnes Thomas who
contributed £100.
This year has also been momentous for the creation
of the Newlyn Website by website designer Gabriella
Nonino. The website is now up and running, so please
visit it at http://newlynarchive.org.uk/ and let us have
your ideas about what you would like to see on it.
THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
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